
Unified Valve is Western Canada’s largest private valve service 
company and supplier to the oil and gas industry. Just under 100 
highly skilled employees work out of nine locations in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan and B.C. Each office has onsite experts  
with a specialized knowledge 
of valves, gauges and 
instrumentation, who are 
equipped to carry out all 
aspects of on valve repairs, 
recertification, commissioning, 
calibration and product sales.  
As IT Manager Kevin Byer 
explains, providing excellent 
customer service is essential 
to Unified Valve’s ongoing 
business success.

With the recent acquisition 
of the new locations, Unified 
Valve’s headquarters and 
branches were rapidly running  
out of space, and this growth 
was putting a strain on the 
phone system and the ability 
to properly service their large 
customer base.

Unreliable phone system 

“We were using a very old standard PBX phone system, which is not 
very reliable, and was affecting customer service,” says Byer. “Our 
branches constantly had to reboot. We had one location when any 
time it rained the fax and the Internet went down and it took a long 

Challenge

To seamlessly link the 
voice communications 
of all nine Unified Valve 
locations through one 
reliable and scalable 
communications system.

Situation

Unified Valve is a 
growing Calgary-based 
company with offices 
throughout Western 
Canada. It’s outdated 
and erratic phone 
system was hurting 
customer service.

Results

Unified Valve moved its 
voice application over 
to Shaw Virtual Private 
LAN Service (VPLS) 
to ensure maximum 
reliability and speed for 
its voice communication. 
The additional benefit 
of the new connection 
is that all nine 
locations are treated 
as one converged 
network resulting 
in cost efficiencies 
and a simplified 
communication system.
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time to get our service provider out there to fix it.” 

A bigger problem though, was that the phone 
system was hurting customer service. Each office 
had a separate phone line and instead of being 
able to seamlessly transfer a 
customer to somebody with 
more expertise in another 
office, the customer had to 
hang up and call long distance. 

Byer says while the long-term 
plan is to operate a centralized 
call centre from Calgary, the 
company’s immediate need 
was to build a reliable phone 
system that would allow 
them to connect all locations 
to one phone system and to 
seamlessly transfer customer 
calls from one location to 
another using a four digit extension.

Simplified communication system, 
improved customer service

The Shaw VPLS solution immediately gave 
Unified Valve a dedicated connection between 
all the branches. While the company plans to use 
the fibre-fed connection primarily for voice, Byer 
likes the security of knowing that he can also run 
regular data over the pipe. 

Unified Valve’s voice application runs over a 
private Shaw VPLS connection, which comes 
with a Quality of Service agreement. The  
solution allows data prioritization in the network, 
which ensures critical applications, such as  

voice, always have the bandwidth that they 
require. Unified Valve’s offices no longer 
experience dropped calls and are not impacted 
by other Internet usage. 

Byer says “Customer service has 
markedly improved since the 
implementation of the  
Shaw VPLS, with the added benefit 
of having the ability to easily scale 
up and add offices as the company 
grows.”

Unified Valve’s new converged 
communication system from Shaw 
has translated into savings of up to 
$1,000 a month. Byer expects that 
the technology investment will pay 
for itself within three years. 

One of the key benefits for Byer 
is having strong technical support from Shaw, 
which saves him time and effort so that he can 
focus on his company’s core business instead. 

“We’ve been using the VPLS for a year now  
and we’ve had some initial pains at the start, but 
whenever we called Shaw, they were always 
quick to answer and always quick to deal with 
our issues,” he says. “We just did a survey with 
all of our branches to check on how the phone 
system is working and we don’t have any 
complaints. It’s working perfectly.”
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